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Abstract
This paper proposes a nonparametric Bayesian method for exploratory data anal-
ysis and feature construction in continuous time series. Our method focuses on
understanding shared features in a set of time series that exhibit significant indi-
vidual variability. Our method builds on the framework of latent Diricihlet alloca-
tion (LDA) and its extension to hierarchical Dirichlet processes, which allows us
to characterize each series as switching between latent “topics”, where each topic
is characterized as a distribution over “words” that specify the series dynamics.
However, unlike standard applications of LDA, we discover the words as we learn
the model. We apply this model to the task of tracking the physiological signals
of premature infants; our model obtains clinically significant insights as well as
useful features for supervised learning tasks.
1 Introduction
Time series data is ubiquitous. The task of knowledge discovery from such data is useful in many sci-
entific disciplines including understanding disease pathogenesis from longitudinal studies, mining
social interactions, and wildlife monitoring. Dynamic models that can succinctly capture generation
of measured data as a function of underlying latent states can serve as a lens into understanding
series structure. For example, generation of physiologic data by latent disease states can help reveal
how the set of diseases manifest and uncover novel disease associations.
Traditional generative models for time series data (such as switching Kalman filters[1]) do not ex-
plicitly model generation of a continuum of heterogeneous exemplar series. However, in the domain
of modeling disease physiology, the set of clinical diagnoses for most diseases is not naturally dis-
crete; patients suffer from diseases to varying extents, and even within disease labels, patients exhibit
significant variability. Furthermore, often the diagnosis is the result of a clinical observation with
significant uncertainty regarding both the onset and the nature of the disease. Increasing representa-
tion granularity by increasing the number of classes can help, but ad hoc discretization into a fixed
set limits our ability to model instance-specific variability. Moreover, the combinatorics quickly get
out of hand when one considers combinations of different diseases, a situation that is unfortunately
quite common in practice.
In the domain of natural language processing, topic models have found great success as a represen-
tation for uncovering the underlying structure of document corpora [2, 7]. A document is associated
with a distribution over latent variables called topics, each of which defines a distribution over words.
At a high level, this paradigm extends naturally to applications such as disease modeling: individual
patients maintain their own distributions over disease topics, so each patient can be expressed as
a point lying in the continuous disease (topic) simplex. Each topic defines a distribution over dy-
namic behaviors observed in the time series. These dynamic behaviors, play the role of “words” in
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this framework; these words are shared across topics, allowing us to uncover relationships between
different disease states.
To construct this approach, we build on the framework of hierarchical Dirichlet processes, which
was designed to allow sharing of mixture components within a multi-level hierarchy. While concep-
tually straightforward, this extension involves some significant subtleties. Most obviously, current
implementations of topic models assume that the expressed features are pre-specified and only the
latent topic variables are inferred. To apply this framework to continuous data such as physiologic
time series, we must define a notion of a “word”. Loosely speaking, a word specifies the parameter-
ization of the function that generates the system dynamics for the duration of the word. Moreover,
the duration of the word is also not fixed in advance, and may vary from one occurrence to the next.
Hence, our representation of a time series in terms of words must also postulate word boundaries.
In the remainder of this paper, we define our generative time series topic model (TSTM), and provide
an efficient block Gibbs sampling scheme for performing full Bayesian inference over the model.
We then present results on our target application of analyzing physiological time series data, demon-
strating its usefulness both for analyzing the behavior of different time series, and for constructing
features that are subsequently useful in a supervised learning task.
2 Related Work
An enormous body of work has been devoted to the task of modeling time series data. Probabilistic
generative models, the category to which our work belongs, typically utilize a variant of a switching
dynamical system [1], where one or more discrete state variables determine the momentary system
dynamics, which can be either linear or in a richer parametric class. However, these methods typ-
ically utilize a single model for all the time series in the data set, or at most define a mixture over
such models, using a limited set of classes. These methods are therefore unable to capture significant
individual variations in the dynamics of the trajectories for different patients, as required in our data.
Recent work by Fox and colleagues [5, 3, 4] uses nonparametric Bayesian models for capturing
generation of continuous-valued time series. Conceptually, the present work is most closely related
to BP-AR-HMMs [5], which use Beta processes to share observation models, characterized by au-
toregressive processes (AR), across series. Thus, it captures variability between series by sampling
subsets of low-level features that are specific to individual series. However, BP-AR-HMMs are
aimed at capturing individual variation that manifests as words (features) that are unique to a partic-
ular time series. By comparison, we aim to capture higher-level concepts that occur broadly across a
subpopulation (e.g., physiologic characteristics exhibited by Lung disorders) while modeling series-
specific variability in terms of the extent to which these higher-level concepts are expressed (e.g.,
transient respiratory disorder versus long term respirator distress). Other works [3, 4] have utilized
hierarchical Dirichlet process priors for inferring the number of features in hidden Markov models
and switching linear dynamical systems, but these models do not try to represent variability across
exemplar series. Temporal extensions of LDA [19, 20] model evolution of topic compositions over
time in text data but not continuous-valued temporal data.
A very different approach to analyzing time series data is to attempt to extract meaningful features
from the trajectory without necessarily constructing a generative model. For example, one standard
procedure is to re-encode the time series using a Fourier or wavelet basis, and then look for large
coefficients in this representation. However, the resulting coefficients do not capture signals that are
meaningful in the space of the original signal, and are therefore hard to interpret. Features can also
be constructed using alternative methods that produce more interpretable output, such as the work
on sparse bases [11]. However, this class of methods, as well as others [13], require that we first
select a window length for identifying common features, whereas no such natural granularity exists
in many applications. Moreover, none of these methods aim to discover higher level structure where
words are associated with different “topics” to different extents.
Our specific domain of neonatal monitoring has been previously studied in a machine learning set-
ting [21, 14], but focusing on the different task of monitoring for known events (e.g., sensor drops).
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3 Time Series Topic Model
Time Series Topic Model (TSTM) is an extension of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] for
time-series data. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model for text
corpora. It makes the assumption that there is an underlying fixed set of topics that is common to the
heterogeneous collection of documents in the corpus. A topic is a distribution over the vocabulary
of all words present in the corpus. A document is generated by first choosing a document-specific
mixing proportion over the topics. To sample each word, sample a topic, and then sample a word
from that topics’ distribution over words.
Unlike text, in time series data often the features to be extracted are structurally not obvious (see
figure 2). Pre-segmenting the sequence data into “words” does not offer sufficient flexibility to
learn from the data, especially in the realm of exploration for knowledge discovery. Thus, we
integrate feature discovery into a temporal extension of LDA. We describe below each of the TSTM
components (in a bottom-up fashion).
Data generation model: We assume that the continuous-valued data yt at time t is generated using
a function fk from a finite set F of generating functions. These functions take as inputs xt, values
dependent on current and previous time slices, and generate the output as yt = fk(xt; θk). fk, an
expressive characterization of the time series dynamics, can be thought of as th kth word in the time-
series corpus vocabulary. Hereafter, we use words and generating functions interchangeably. The
parameterization of fk depends on the choice of the observation model. We choose to use vector
autoregressive processes, which are used for temporal modeling in numerous domains, including
medical time series of fMRI and EEG. Other observation models (such as an SLDS with mixture
model emissions [3]) can also be used.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation
of the time series topic model
In an order p autoregressive process, given a function fk with
parameters {Ak, V k}, the observation is generated as:
~yt = A
kXTt + ~vt vt ∼ N (0, V
k) (1)
where ~yt ∈ Rm×1 for an m-dimensional series. The inputs
Xt = [~yt−1, . . . , ~yt−p]. Parameters Ak ∈ Rm×p, and V k is
an m × m positive-semidefinite covariance matrix. The kth
word then corresponds to a specific instantiation of the gener-
ating function parameters {Ak, V k}. For TSTM, we want the
words to persist for more than one time-step. Thus, for each
word, we have an additional parameter ωk that specifies mean
length of the word as 1/ωk. Our goal now is to uncover this
set of functions F , via instantiations of the generating func-
tion parameters, denoted more generally as ~θk ∈ Θ.
Word and Topic descriptions: To uncover the finite generating function set F , such that these
functions are shared across latent topics, we use the hierarchical Dirichlet process[18] (HDP). A
Dirichlet process (DP), denoted by DP(γ,H), yields a distribution on discrete measures. H is a base
(continuous or discrete) probability measure on Θ and γ is the concentration parameter. Sethuraman
[17] shows that G0 ∼ DP(γ,H), a sample drawn from the DP, is a discrete distribution because,
with probability one:
G0 = Σ
∞
k=1βkδθk θk ∼ H βk = β
′
k
k−1∏
l=1
(1− β′l) β
′
k ∼ Beta(1, γ) (2)
Draws from H yield the location of “sticks”’, δθk , in the discrete distribution. The generation of the
stick weights βk is denoted by ~β ∼ GEM(γ). Thus, we use the DP to place priors on the mixture
of generating functions by associating a generating function with each stick in G0. In addition, by
associating each data sample (time point in a series) with a specific generating function via indicator
variables, the posterior distribution yields a probability distribution on different partitions of the data.
The mixing proportion (the stick weights) in the posterior distribution are obtained from aggregating
corresponding weights from the prior and the assigned data samples.
HDPs [18] extend the DP to enable sharing of generating functions between topics. If discrete mea-
sures Gj are sampled with the discrete measure G0 as its base measure, the resulting distributions
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Heart rate (residual) signal
Figure 2: Heart signal (mean removed) from three infants in their first few hours of life
have non-zero probability of regenerating the same sticks, thereby sharing generating functions be-
tween related topics. Thus, a draw Gj from the HDP with G0 as its base measure, Gd ∼ DP(η,Go),
can be described as:
Gd = Σ
∞
k=1φdkδθk φd ∼ DP (η, β), β ∼ GEM(γ), θk ∼ H (3)
where φd represents the topic specific mixing proportions over the generating functions and β rep-
resents the global mixing proportion. Similar to [5], we use a matrix-normal inverse-Wishart on the
parameters {Ak, V k} and a symmetric Beta prior on ωk as our base measures H .
Dynamics of words and topics: Given the words F , topics φ1:D and series-specific transition
matrices πn, the series generation is straightforward. For each time slice t ∈ 1, · · · , T , we generate:
1. Current latent topic state given topic at previous time-step, dt ∼ Mult(πdt−1n )
2. Switching variables ot, which determine whether a new word is selected. A new word
is always generated (ot = 0) if the latent state has changed from the previous time step;
otherwise, ot is selected from a Bernoulli distribution whose parameter determines the
word length. Thus, ot ∼ I(dt = dt−1)Bernoulli(ωzt−1), where I is the indicator function.
3. The identity of the generating function (word) to be applied; if ot = 1, we have zt = zt−1,
otherwise zt ∼ Mult(φdt).
4. Observation given the generating function index zt as yt ∼ fzt(xt−1; θzt).
The-series specific topic transition distribution πn is generated from the global topic transition dis-
tribution πg . Hyperparameters αl controls the degree of sharing across series in our belief about the
prevalence of latent topic states. A large αl assigns a stronger prior and allows less variability across
series. To generate πn, each row i is generated from Dir(αlπig), where πig is the ith row of the global
topic transition distribution. Given hyperparameters,αg and κ, πig ∼ Dir(αg + κδi). κ controls the
degree of self-transitions for the individual topics.
4 Approximate Inference using block-Gibbs
Several approximate inference algorithms have been developed for mixture modeling using the
HDP; see [18, 3, 10] for a discussion and comparison. We use a block-Gibbs sampler that relies
on the degree L weak limit approximation presented in [8]. This sampler has the dvantage of being
simple, computationally efficient and shows faster mixing than most alternate sampling schemes [3].
The block-Gibbs sampler for TSTM proceeds by alternating between sampling of the state variables
{dt, zt}, the model parameters, and the series specific transition matrices. To introduce notation
briefly, we use 1 : T to mean all indices 1 through T . n indexes individual series. We drop sub-
indices when all instances of a variable are used (for e.g., z1:N,1:Tn is written as z for short). We
drop the index n when explicit that that the variable refers to a single series. We detail the update
steps of our block-Gibbs inference algorithm below.
Sampling latent topic descriptions β, φd: The DP can also be viewed as the infinite limit of the
order L mixture model [8, 18]:
β|γ ∼ Dirichlet(γ/L, · · · , γ/L) φd ∼ Dirichlet(ηβ) θk ∼ H (4)
We can approximate the limit by choosing L to be larger than the expected number of words in the
data set. The prior distribution over each topic-specific word distribution is then:
φd|β, η ∼ Dir(ηβ1, · · · , ηβL) (5)
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Within an iteration of the sampler, let md,l be the counts for the number of times zn,t sampled
the lth word1 for the dth disease topic; that is, let md,l =
∑
n=1:N
∑
t=1:Tn
I(zn,t = l)I(dn,t =
d)I(on,t = 0) and m.,l =
∑
d=1:Dmd,l. The posterior distribution for the global and individual
topic parameters is:
β|z, d, γ ∼ Dir(γ/L+m.,1, · · · , γ/L+m.,L) (6)
φd′ |z, d, η, β ∼ Dir(ηβ1 +md′,1, · · · , ηβL +md′,L) (7)
Sampling word parameters ωl and θl: Loosely, the mean word length of the lth word is 1/ωl.
A symmetric Beta prior with hyperparameter ρ, conjugate to the Bernoulli distribution, is used as
a prior over word lengths. The sufficient statistics needed for the posterior distribution of ωl are
the counts c¯l,i =
∑
n=1:N
∑
t=1:Tn
I(dn,t = dn,t−1)I(zn,t−1 = l)I(on,t = i) where i ∈ {0, 1},
representing the number of time steps, across all sequences, in which the topic remained the same,
the word was initially l, and the word either changed (on,t = 1) or not (on,t = 0). Thus,
ωl|c¯l,., ρ ∼ Beta(ρ/2 + c¯l,1, ρ/2 + c¯l,0) (8)
For sampling the AR generating function parameters, note that conditioned on the mode assignments
z, the observations y1:T,1:N can be partitioned into sets corresponding to each unique l ∈ L. This
gives rise to L independent linear regression problems of the form Y l = AlX l+El where Y l is the
target variable, with observations generated from mode l, stacked column-wise. X l is a matrix with
the corresponding r lagged observations and El is the corresponding noise matrix. The parameters
Al and V l are sampled from the posterior given conjugate priors of the Matrix-Normal Inverse-
Wishart, similar to [5].
Sampling global and series-specific transition matrices, πg and πn: Since the number of topic
states D is known, and we use conjugate priors of Dirichlet distribution for each row of the transition
matrix, the posterior update simply involves summing up counts from the prior and the data. The rel-
evant count vectors are computed as cin,k =
∑Tn
t=1 I(dn,t−1 = i)I(dn,t = k) and cik =
∑N
n=1 c
i
n,k
which aggregates over each series. ~ci = {ci
1
, · · · , ciD} and i indexes a row of the transition matrix:
πig|d, αg, κ ∼ Dir(αg + κδi + ~ci) πin|πg, d, αl ∼ Dir(αlπig + cin,1:D) (9)
Sampling state variables: If all model parameters (topic and word descriptions) are specified,
then one can exploit the structure of the dependency graph to compute the posterior over the state
variables using a single forward-backward pass. This is the key motivation behind using block
Gibbs. The joint posterior can be computed recursively. Forward sampling is used to sample the
variables in each time slice given samples for the previous time slice:
P (z1:T , d1:T |y1:T , ~π) =
∏
t
P (zt, dt|zt−1, dt−1, y1:T , ~π) (10)
Top-down sampling is used within a given time slice. See appendix A for details.
5 Experiments and Results
We demonstrate the utility of TSTM on physiologic heart rate (HR) signal collected from prema-
ture infants of gestational age ≤ 34 weeks and birth weight ≤ 2000 grams admitted to the XXX
(anonymized) neonatal ICU within the first few hours of life. Our inclusion criteria resulted in data
from 145 infants.2 These infants are continuously monitored as part of routine care and data ag-
gregated at the minute-level granularity was stored. These infants are extremely vulnerable, and
complications during their stay in the NICU can adversely affect long term neurological develop-
ment. Clinicians and alert systems implemented on ICU monitors utilize coarse information based
on thresholding of the signal mean (e.g., HR > 160 bpm) and discard the dynamics as noise. We
use TSTM to discover whether there is information contained in the signal dynamics. As infants
1Within this approximation, words get re-ordered such that all words that are observed in the corpus are
assigned indices less than L. Thus, l indexes the lth observed word which can correspond to different parameter
instantiations over different iterations.
2All work was performed under protocol 8312 approved by XXX’s (anonymized) Panel on Human Subjects.
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mature, they become less vulnerable; their base heart rate also lowers. We preprocess the signal to
remove the basal signal computed from taking a 40 minute moving average window. Removing the
base signal allows us to capture characteristics only related to the dynamics of the signal (see raw
signal in figure 2).
Partially-supervised training: We first experimented with a partially-supervised training regime of
labeled LDA [15], where during training, we constrain infant-specific transition matrices not to have
topics corresponding to complications that they did not show symptoms for. This form of training
has the advantage of biasing the topics into categories that are coherent and more easily interpreted.
We define four broad clinically meaningful topics: Lung for primarily lung related complications
such as RDS; Hemorrhage for head related complications such as IVH; Multi as the catch-all class
for severe complications that often affect multiple organ systems; and Healthy.
For each infant in a randomly chosen subset of 30 infants, we assign a vector λn of length D = 4,
where we have a 0 at index i when this infant is known not to have complications related to the ith
category. All infants are marked to have the healthy topic, representing the assumption that there is
some fraction of their time in the NICU at which they exhibit behaviors of a healthy baby.
Each row of the infant-specific transition matrix is generated as:
πin ∼ Dir
(
αl
πig ⊗ λn
< πig, λn >
)
λn(i) = 1 (11)
where ⊗ denotes the element-wise vector product. We used an AR(1) process as our observation
model and set the L to 15. We experimented with a few different settings of the hyperparameters;
upon visual inspection, the relative distribution of words for each infant looked similar. For the
reported experiments, αl, γ and η were each set to 10, κ = 25 and ρ = 20. We run 2000 iterations
for each Gibbs chain.
Qualitative evaluation: We fix the topic distributions φ1:D to that of the 2000th Gibbs iteration and
run inference on our larger set of 145 infants. Here, no supervision is given; that is, both πg and πn
are initialized from the prior and are left unconstrained during the inference process (using block
Gibbs). We ran three separate Gibbs chains to 400 iterations. Given the topics, the block-Gibbs
sampler appears to mix within 200 iterations.
In figure 3, we analyze 30 randomly selected infants from this test set at the 400th iteration from
chain 1. In panel (a), we plot the word distribution for days 1,2 (top) and days 7,8 (bottom). Several
interesting observations arise: the infants follow a continuum of word distribution profiles. Infants
with no complications, shown as red squares at the bottom of panel (a), express words 3, 9 and 10
in much greater proportion than the other infants. As can be seen in (b), these words are primarily
associated with the Healthy topic. Figure 3d shows examples of words extracted from the data. The
words with the highest mutual information with the Healthy topic appear to have higher frequencies.
Words with AR parameter a > 1 generally represent heart rate accelerations (e.g., word 8 shown in
gray); words where a is positive and close to 0 represent periods with significantly lower dynamic
range (e.g., word 2 shown in purple). Thus, our model seems to imply a correlation between the
health of the infant and the extent to which their heart rate exhibits significant variations.
Respiratory distress (RDS), a common complication of prematurity, usually resolves within the first
few days as the infant stabilizes and is transitioned to room air. This is reflected by the decrease in
relative proportion of word 2, only associated with the Lung topic. Exceptions to this are infants 3
and 30, both of whom have chronic lung problems.
To demonstrate the insights provided by this representation, we examine the clinical evolution of
three sample infants — 2, 16 and 23 — chosen to be illustrative of different trajectories of the
word distributions. In figure 3c, we show the posterior for the Healthy topic being expressed from
averaging over 30 Gibbs chains. The bold line shows the smoothed posterior over time. Infant 2 (I2)
was born with a heart defect called VSD (can be acutely life-threatening) and a moderate size patent
ductus arteriosus (PDA), both of which cause left to right shunting and disrupt blood flow to the
body. I2 was ligated on day 4, a procedure performed to resolve PDA. She was also on dopamine
starting day 2 due to hypotension, had a renal failure on day 3 post indomethacine (medication
for PDA) and was on a ventilator during this entire time. On Day 7, her state started to resolve
significantly, and on day 8 her ventilator settings were minimal and she was taken off dopamine. Her
empirical evolution closely tracks her medical history; in particular, her state continually improves
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Figure 3: (a) Inferred word distributions for 30 infants during their stay at the NICU, (b) distribution
over disease topic given words for the population, (c) inferred posterior (and smoothed version
shown in bold) over latent state, Healthy, (d) examples of inferred features extracted from the data.
after day 4. Infant 16 was a healthier preemie with few complications of prematurity and was
discharged on day 4. Infant 23, on the other hand, got progressively sicker and eventually died on
day 4. The figure shows that their inferred posterior prediction closely tracks their medical history
as well. Of note, the ventilator controls only oxygen supply and does not directly control the heart
rate, so the inferred topics are not just uncovering the different ventilator settings.
Quantitative evaluation: To provide a more quantitative evaluation, we extract grades G1:N that
represent an infant’s health based on his final outcome, as identified retrospectively by a clinician.
Grade 0 represents no complications; grade 1 to isolated minor complications frequently associated
with prematurity; grade 2 to multiple minor complications; grade 3 to major complications at low
grade; and grade 5 to major complications at severe grades. We defined a “health ranking” H over
infants, based on their relative frequency of the Healthy topic. The rank score for a ranking H is:
rankscoreH = ΣNn=1ΣNm=1I(H(n) > H(m))(Gn −Gm) (12)
The maximal achievable score for our dataset is 22992 for the perfect ordering while a random or-
dering has an expected score of 0. For comparison, we compute the rank score from SNAP [16], a
validated and highly accurate score that characterizes illness severity based on birth characteristics,
laboratory tests and monitor data at 12 hours of life. SNAP achieves a score of 13030, correspond-
ing to 78.3% of the overall range. Based on dynamics alone, TSTM (in the median from three
Gibbs trials) achieves a score of 10432 corresponding to 72.69% at the first 12 hours and 11314
corresponding to 74.6% from the first 8 days. Although SNAP achieves a slightly higher score, it
incorporates multiple biomarkers including invasive tests.
Comparison to Fourier features: The preceding analysis ranked babies using only a single feature
extracted from the TSTM model — the frequency of the Healthy topic. To test whether informa-
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tion is present in the entire topic distribution, we use a supervised learning regime where we train
a support vector machine with a ranking objective [9] to predict the infant’s disease grade. In this
supervised setting, we wanted to compare to features constructed by the fast Fourier transform,
a commonly used feature processing scheme for time-series data. The FFT seems appropriate in
this setting, since we observed earlier that words associated with the Healthy topic tend to exhibit
higher frequencies. The frequencies of the resulting FFT coefficients span 1/v for v ∈ {1, · · · , T }.
Based on preliminary data analysis, we compute FFT features from a grid of periods between 4
and 40 minutes in increments of 4 minutes. We use each of the FFT coefficients as a feature in the
ranking SVM. To make for a fairer comparison, we estimate the parameters of TSTM without any
supervision, using 6 topics; we use the proportions for each of the 6 topics as features of the time
series in the ranking SVM.3. We report results averaged over 20 random folds with 50–50 train/test
splits. The SVM tradeoff parameter C was set using cross-validation. SVMTSTM and SVMFFT
achieve mean performance (relative to maximum rank for each split) of 72.74% and 63.5% respec-
tively (with a random order having a mean score of 50.0%). This suggests that the inferred topic
distributions provide a useful feature representation scheme that can be employed within supervised
objectives as an alternative or in addition to the FFT.
Comparison to BP-AR-HMM: As discussed in section 2, BP-AR-HMMs is the generative model
for time series data that is most closely related to our work. For a visual comparison of the difference
between TSTM and BP-AR-HMM, we used the BP-AR-HMM to infer word distributions over the
same 30 infants shown in figure 3a. Since BP-AR-HMM is sampling in the space of binary matrices,
it takes much longer to mix. Thus, due to computational resource constraints, we were only able to
run BP-AR-HMMs on the first four days of data.
We experimented with different values of the parameters, but found that the model generally tends
to encourage the generation of multiple unique, series-specific features (see example figure in sup-
plementary materials). This behavior is not surprising, since the notion of individual series variation
in BP-AR-HMMs is quite different from that in TSTMs: TSTMs, like topic models, encourage
sharing by having all series utilize the same set of topics, but to different extents; by contrast, BP-
AR-HMMs have some features that are shared and others that are explicitly series-specific. Thus,
the two models are likely to be useful for fairly different types of exploratory data analysis.
We also performed a quantitative comparison regarding the utility of these features for a supervised
learning task. We trained an SVM classifier, using leave-one-out cross-validation, to distinguish
Healthy vs Not healthy, using the labels shown at the bottom of figure 3a. We compared the features
derived from BP-AR-HMM from those inferred in an unsupervised manner using TSTM for a 4
topic model. The SVM using the 4 features learned by TSTM has an accuracy of 80% while the
SVM using the 43 features inferred by BP-AR-HMM has an accuracy of 70%. Again, this is not
surprising, since the fragmentation of the data across multiple individual features is bound to hurt
performance, especially for such a small data set.
6 Discussion and Future work
In summary, the primary contribution of this paper is a new class of models for time-series data
that emphasizes the modeling of instance specific variability while discovering population level
characteristics. We demonstrate its use in a novel and useful application of modeling heterogeneous
patient populations over time. Towards this end, we extended the existing topic modeling framework
to also simultaneously discover the finite set of features (words) expressed in the data. We believe
that TSTM provides a significant departure from current practices and a flexible tool for exploratory
time series data analysis in novel domains. Furthermore, learned topic or word distributions can
serve as features within supervised tasks. We demonstrated the utility of TSTMs on medical time
series, but the framework is broadly applicable to other time-series applications.
Clinically, our work independently validates existing knowledge about heart rate dynamics contain-
ing information for characterizing health of a fetus [22] and predicting infection and death near
onset time in premature infants[6]; furthermore, it suggests that information contained in the dy-
namics might be informative for a broader set of complications than infection and death.
3Due to the size of our corpus, the topic descriptions were inferred from only 30% of the data and fixed at
the 2000th iteration. Thereafter, we infer series-specific topic proportions based on these fixed settings of the
model parameters.
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Several extensions of LDA that model additional structure in the data [19, 20, 12] can add to the
expressiveness of TSTMs. In particular, modeling disease composition over time (analogous to
[19]) and disease evolution within a single patient (analogous to [20]) should provide interesting
insight. We leave these next steps for future work.
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